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I .  INTRODUCTION 
Let 
((x)) = x -- [x] -- ½, if x is not an integer, 
= 0, otherwise. 
If h and h are integers, the classical Dedekind sum s(h, h) is defined by 
~(h, k) = 2 ((hj/k))((j/k)). 
J(modk) 
The most fundamental result in the theory of Dedekind sums is the 
reciprocity theorem. If  (h, k) = 1 and h and k are positive, then 
1 
(1.1) 
For several proofs of (1.1), see [28]. 
Historically, Dedekind sums first arose in the transformation formulas 
of log-q(z), where ~(z) denotes the Dedekind eta-function. In the past 
couple decades, several generalizations of Dedekind sums have been 
defined. Many of these arise in the transformation formulas of functions 
similar to log ~7(z). These generalizations of s(h, k) possess reciprocity 
theorems as well. In those instances where the generalized Dedekind 
sums appear in transformation formulas, the latter can be used to derive 
the reciprocity theorems. 
In this paper we consider generalizations of ordinary Dedekind sums 
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that involve the first Bernoulli function ((x)). There are many generaliza- 
tions of Dedekind sums that involve higher order Bernoulli functions, 
and the reader should consult [28] for references. Our goal is to prove 
reciprocity theorems, or generalizations thereof, for various types of 
Dedekind sums. Our methods, which are all analytic, are of three types. 
The first method uses contour integration and was first employed by 
Rademacher [24] to prove (1.1). Iseki [20] and Grosswald [17] have 
used essentially the same method to prove (1.1). Hardy [19] employed 
a different echnique in contour integration to establish (1.1); we have 
commented on that method in [7]. The second method used here was also 
invented by Rademacher [25] to prove (1.1), and uses Riemann-Stieltjes 
integrals. The third method uses the Poisson summation formula or the 
periodic Poisson summation formula which has been developed by 
Schoenfeld and the author [8]. A proof of (1.1) using the ordinary 
Poisson summation formula has been given by the author [5]. An 
advantage of the Poisson or periodic Poisson summation formula is that 
it requires little prior intuition concerning the shape of the reciprocity 
theorem. The calculation of the integrals involved presents the only 
possible impediment. 
Our first goal is to give two new, short proofs of the three-term 
relation for ordinary Dedekind sums first established by Rademacher [26]. 
In the next section, we consider Dedekind-Rademacher sums, first 
defined in complete generality by Rademacher [27]. We first give what 
we consider to be the shortest proof of the reciprocity theorem for 
Dedekind-Rademacher sums. We then prove a three-term relation for 
Dedekind-Rademacher sums that generalizes a result of Carlitz [14]. 
Next, we consider some sums similar to those defined by Carlitz [9]. 
Essentially, the same sums have also been recently studied by Zagier 
[29]. These sums involve the product of several Bernoulli functions. We 
prove a reciprocity theorem for such sums that is simpler than that of 
Carlitz. 
In the sixth section, we consider modified Dedekind sums. The sums 
involve roots of unity and first arose in a large class of transformation 
formulas found by the author [4]. We prove a reciprocity theorem for 
modified Dedekind sums. 
In the last two sections, we consider two further generalizations of 
Dedekind sums. These involve periodic coefficients and periodic 
Bernoulli functions defined by Schoenfeld and the author [8]. Three- 
term relations and reciprocity theorems are established for these sums. 
In the case when the periodic coefficient is a primitive character and 
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the periodic Bernoulli function is a generalized Bernoulli function, these 
Dedekind sums first arose in transformation formulas of character 
analogs of log-q(z) [3, 6]. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
First, recall the ordinary Poisson summation formula. I f  f is of bounded 
variation on [~, fi], then 
f; z f; ~ cos(2~rnx) d , (2.1) ½ ~ {f(n 4- O) q - f (n  -- 0)} = f (x)  dx if- 2 f (x)  
where the prime on the summation sign at the left indicates that if 
n = a or n = fi, only f (~ q- 0) or f( f i  -- 0), respectively, is counted. 
In Section 7 we shall need the periodic Poisson summation formula 
and some results on "periodic Bernoulli numbers" and "periodic 
Bernoulli functions." All results quoted below are proved in [8]. 
Let A -- {an} , --oo < n < o% be a sequence of complex numbers 
with period k, i.e., a n ~ an+ k for every integer n. Define the coin- 
plementary sequence B - {b~}, --oo < n < o% by 
bn ~ (l/k) Z aJ e-~ij'~/~" (2.2) 
j=0 
It is easily shown that (2.2) holds if and only if 
k--1 
a,~ - ~ b e2~iJ~/k (2.3) 
We now state the periodic Poisson summation formula. I f  f is of 
bounded variation on [% fi], 
B l 
½ ~ a,,{f(n q- O) 4- f (n  -- 0)} 
9Z~ 
- b o f (x )  dx q- + b_~e-2~i~x/k)f(x) d . (2.4) 
The periodic Bernoulli numbers B~(A),  0 <~ n < 0% and periodic 
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Bernoulli functions ~(x ,  A), 0 ~ n < 0% are defined recursively as 
follows. Let 
k-1  
&(~, A) = Bo(A) = 0/k) Z a;, 
j=0 
/c-1 
B~(A) = (l/k) ~ ( j -  ½k)aj, (2.5) 
j=O 
and for x >/0, 
t 
~.~I(X, A) = Bo(A ) x -- B~(A) -- ~ a i , (2.6) 
o<i<z  
is to be halved. where the prime indicates that i f j  = x, the last term a~ 
Forn  >~2andx >~0,1et 
where 
~.(x,A) =n ~._ I ( . ,A)&+(-- I )"B.(A) ,  
k 
B,~(A) = ((--1)'~+ln/k) fo (k -- u) ~,~_,(u, A) au. 
It can be shown that N,~(x, A) has period k. The definition of N~(x, A) is 
then extended to --oo < x < oo by periodicity. If A = I ~ {1}, 
B•(I) = B,~ and ~u(x, I) = ~,~(x), where B~ and ~,~(x) denote the 
ordinary Bernoulli numbers and functions, respectively. 
In the sequel, we shall need the fact that 
k--1 
&(x, A) = >-~ ~ ,~5~.((x -j)/k) 
j=O 
= k n-1 ~, a_ j~( (x  +j) /k) .  (2.7) 
J=0 
The Fourier series representation of N,~(x, A), n >/ 1, will also be 
utilized. For --oo < x < 0% 
~,,(x, A) = --n! i (k/2rrij) n{bje2'~ij~/k + (--1)'~ b-~e-2~iJ*/7~}" 
j= l  
(2.8) 
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3. THE THREE-TERM RELATION FOR DEDEKIND SUMS 
In [5] we showed how to derive the reciprocity theorem for Dedekind 
sums from the ordinary Poisson summation formula. A modification in 
that proof will enable us to prove the three-term relation for Dedekind 
sums. We shall give a second very easy proof of the three-term relation 
by modifying slightly a proof of the reciprocity theorem given by 
Rademaeher [24] and Grosswald [17]. See also [28, pp. 21, 22]. 
LEMMA 3.1. For (h, k) = 1, 
f2 ((hx))((kx)) dx ~= 1/12hk. 
For a proof of Lemma 3.1, see [28, pp. 24, 25]. 
TI~OI~E~a 3.2 (Three-term relation). Let a, b, and c be positive 
integers uch that (a, b) = (a, c) -= (b, c) = 1. Let a', b', and c' be integers 
chosen so that aa' == 1 (rood b), bb' ~= 1 (rood c), and cc' ~ 1 (rood a). 
Then, 
1 c)  
s(bc', a) -9 s(ca', b) -9 s(ab', c) =- -- ~ q- ~ bcc -9 --ac -9 -ab " (3.1) 
The relation (3.1) was first proven by Rademacher [26]. Generaliza- 
tions of (3.1) have been given by Carlitz [9, 10, 13, 14]. The hypotheses 
on a', b', and c' are less restrictive than those of Rademacher and Carlitz, 
for they require aa '~ 1 (modbc), bb '~ 1 (rood ca), and cc' ~ 1 
(rood ab). Dieter [15] has given a proof of (3.1) under the same hypo- 
theses on a', b', and c' as we have. His proof uses the transformation 
formula of*/(z). If  we let c = 1, (3.1) reduces to the reciprocity theorem 
(1.1). 
First proof. In (2.1), let ~ = 0, /3 = a, andf (x )  = ((bx/a))((cx/a)). 
We find that 
a--1 
+ ~ ((bn/a))((cn/a)) 
° 
= ((bx/a))((cx/a)) dx + 2 ((bx/a))((cx/a)) &. 
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Upon using Lemma 3.1 and noting that (a, c') = 1 and cc' ~ 1 (rood a), 
we find that the above may be written as 




I(a, b, c, n) 
= f~ ((bx))((cx)) eos(21rnax) dx 
fo ~-l (("+"tb 1 (bx -- k)((c*)) co~(2,~,a.) a .  -- ; .  ~./0 ((c.)) co~(2,~,ax) & 
u,=O 
fo e--l ((v+l)/~ 1 (bx {)(cx -- ½1 cos(2~rnax) dx -- Z v (bx ½1 cos(2rmaxldx 
u=O ~v/e 
__ ~-l~ tz ou/b(,+ll/b (cx -- ½) cos(2rmax) dx @ [bx][cx] cos(2~rnax) dx 
tz=O 
=6 +z~ +q +i4, (3.3) 
say. 
Two integrations by parts easily give 




i c--I c--I 
- -  2~rna ~" (br/c -- ½) sin(2rrnar/c) b ~=~ 
1 13--1 
-- 2~rna ~ (br/c -- ½) sin(2rmar/c) --  bc/(2~rna) 2 ~- b 8(,*, c)/(2*rna) ~, (3.5) 
where 8(n, c) = c if n ~ 0 (mod c) and 8(n, c) = 0, otherwise. Similarly, 
b--1 
I a = (1/2rma) ~ (crib -- ½) sin(2rmar/b) -- bc/(2rma) z -k cS(n, b)/(2rma)L (3.6) 
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Lastly, 
~c-1 ~ (j+a)/be 
I 4 = ~ [bj/bc][cj/bc] cos(Drnax)dx 
j=O "J j /bc  
be 
= (1/2~na) ~ [(j -- 1)/c][(j -- 1)/b] sin(e~rnaj/bc) 
j= l  
be--I 
-- (1/2~rna) ~ [j/c][j/b] sin(aTrnaj/bc) 
j=O 
b--1 
= --(1/2~rna) Z [crib] sin(Z~rnar/b) 
0--1 
--(1/27rna) ~ [br/c] sin(Z~rnar/c), (3.7) 
since (b, c) = 1. Putting (3.4)-(3.7) into (3.3), we find that 
C--1 
I(a, b, c, n) = (1/2rrna) ~ ((br/c)) sin(2~rnar/c) 
b--1 
+ (1/2~na) ~ ((or/b)) ~in(2~n~r/b) + {b~(., c) + ~(n, b)}/(2"~)~. 
Putting the above in (3.2) and then using the well-known Fourier series 
((x)) = -- ~ ((sin(2~'nx))/~-n), (3.8) 
we deduce that 
~ s(bc', a) -- a/12bc 
e--1 
= - F~ ( (br /c ) ) ( (a , ' / c ) )  
b--1 co 
- -  ~ ((cr/b))((ar/b)) -j- (2abc/(27rca) 2 ~. j-~ -}- (2abc/(2~rba)2) j-2 
r~l j=l j=l 
= -s(ab' ,  c) - s(a'c, l,) + b/12ac + c/12ab, 
since (b ' , c )= (a ' ,b )= 1, bb '~ 1 (mod c), and aa '~ 1 (mod b). 
This completes the proof. 
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Second proof. We shall give just a brief sketch as the details are 
similar to those in [17] or [28]. 
Let C be the positively oriented, indented rectangle with vertices at 
~iM and 1 ± iM, M > O, where the indentations are small semicircles 
of the same radius centered at 0 and 1 and to the left of 0 and 1, respec- 
tively. Let F(z) = cot(~raz) cot(~rbz) cot(Trcz). Letting M tend to o% we 
find, as in [17], that 
S ~ (1/2~i) fc F(z) dz -- --1/~r. (3.9) 
On the interior of C, F(z) has simple poles at z = l/a, 1 <~ l ~ a -- 1, 
z = m/b, 1 <~ m <~ b -- 1, and z =- n/c, 1 ~< n ~< c -- 1. Furthermore, 
F(z) has a triple pole at z =- 0. Hence, by the residue theorem, 
] a--1 
S = ~a z~l cot(~bl/a) cot(Trcl/a) 
1 b-1 1 ~-1 + ~ ~=1 cot(Tram/b) cot(Trcm/b) + ~c r~=~ cot(~ran/c) ot(~rbn/c) 
1 (a  __b + c) (3.10) 
37r bc + ac ~ " 
Now for (h, k) = 1, k > 0 [17, p. 641; 28, p. 18], 
k--1 
s(h, k) = (1/4k) ~ cot(Trr/k) cot(~rhr/k). 
Thus, (3.10) becomes 
l (a  b c) 
s 4 {,(be', a) + s(ca', b) + ,(ab', c)} - y~ ~ + - -  + 
~-  7r ac  ~ " 
Combining the above with (3.9), we arrive at (3.1). 
4. DEDEKIND--RADEMACHER SUMS 
Let h and k be integers and let x and y be arbitrary real numbers. 
Then the Dedekind-Rademacher sum s(h, k; x, y) is defined by 
J(modk) 
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THEOREM 4.1 (Reciprocity theorem). I f  h and h are coprime, positive 
integers, and if x and y are not both integers, 
s(h, k; x, y) + s(k, h; y, x) 
1 (4.1) 
where 22(z ) denotes the second Bernoulli function. 
I f  x and y are integers, s(h, h; x ,y )= s(h, k) whose reciprocity 
theorem was proved in the last section. 
The reciprocity theorem for s(h, k; x,y)  was first proven by Rade- 
reacher [27]. More recent proofs have been given by Grosswald [18] and 
the author [2]. In cases where x and y are certain rational numbers, 
previous proofs of the reciprocity theorem were given by Meyer [22, 23] 
and Dieter [16]. Reciprocity theorems for generalizations of s(h, k; x, y) 
have been given by Carlitz [11, 12]. The new proof we give below is at 
least as short as any of the previous proofs. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let h and h be positive integers with (h, k) = g. Let x 
and y be arbitrary real numbers. Then, 
I ~ ((ht + x))((kt + y)) dt = (g2/2hk) M2(hy/g -- kx/g). (4.2) 
Proof. First, assume that g = 1. Write 
~-~ ((~+~)/~ ((ht + x))((kt + y)) dr, I ~- 2 "n/h 
~t~O 
and put t ~ (u + n)/h. Then, 
z - ~ ((u + x))((k(. + n)/h + y)) du 
n=0 
=~ ( (u+x) )~ . h 
607/23/3-6 
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where we have used the familiar property [28, p. 4], 
(((a -[- n)/h)) = ((a)). (4.3) 
n(modh) 
By repeating the above calculation with h replaced by k, we arrive at 
/ *  1 
1 = (1/hk) Jo ((t + kx))((t + hy)) dt = (1/hk)L, (4.4) 
say. 
Observe that 
L = ((t + a))((t + b)) dt, 
where a = kx --  [kx] and b = hy - -  [by]. Without loss of generality, 
assume that a <~ b. Then, 
f 1--b f ~.--ct L =.  ( t -~-a- -  ½) ( t+b- -  ½) dt~- ( t - I -a - -  ½) ( t+b- -~)dt  
~o --b 
P 1 
+ | (t + a -- ~)(t -~- b -- ~-) dt 
- -Ct  
~2 (t ½)(t + b ½) dt (t + a }) dt - -  (t + b --  ~)dt 
1--b --a 
= l{ (b - -a )  z -  (b - -a )  +-~} 
__-- ~.1 B~(b  - -  a )  
= 12~(hy -- kx). 
Putting the above in (4.4), we arrive at (4.2) for g = 1. 
In the more general case, set h = gr and k = gs. Then,  
1 
I = fo ((grt -]- x))((gst + y)) dt 
= (I/g) f f  ((ru -]- x))((su +y) )  du 
f~ ((ru + x))((su + y)) du 
= (1/2rs)2~(ry --  sx) = (g2/2hk)2~(hy/g -- kx/g), 
where we have employed the result from the first part of our proof. 
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Proof  of Theorem 4.1. Without loss of generality, assume that 
0 ~< x ,y  < 1. Apply (2.l) with ~ = --y, fi = k - -y ,  andf(u) = 
((h(u + y)/k + x))(((u + y)/k)). We find that 
s(h, k; x, y) = h + x du + 2 y, I(h, k, x, y, n), (4.5) 
where 
I(h, k, x, y, n )= f~-v ( (h -~ 47 x))((u h+~Y))cos(2~rnu)du. 
By letting u q- y = kt and using Lemma 4.2 in the first instance, we 
easily deduce that 
f~-~ ((hU-@Z +x) ) ( (Y -~) )  du = ; N2(x) (4.6) 
and 
say. 
l(h, k, x, y, n) = k ((ht 47 x))((t)) cos(27rn(kt -- y)) dt 
= k (ht + x -- ½)(t -- ½) cos(27rn(kt -- y)) dt 
-- k h-l~ r %-f (r+l-x)/,~.)n~ (t -- ½) cos(2rm(kt -- y)) dt 
- -  hk (t -- ½) cos(2~rn(kt -- y)) dt 
-m/h 
= I1 4712 4-18, 
Firstly, we find that after two integrations by parts, 
zl -- -0 /2~n) ( .  - ~- + ½h) sin(2.ny) + (2hk/(2~@) cos(2~y). 
Secondly, write 
4 + h - - -k  (t - -  ½) cos(2,~n(kt - -  y) )  dr, 
u=l ~-x) /h 
(4.7) 
(4.8} 
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and integrate by parts to get 
/~=J_ 
+ (~- -x  1 (27rn(kl~--x ~) sin h 
1 h X - -X  
h sin(i~rny)+ -- y)) = 4rr~ ~L  (#z7 -- ~) sin (27rn(k/~h 
X 
(2~rnk)~ eos(2~rny) + (2~rnk)------ ~ ,=1 ~ -- 
Using (4.8) and (4.9) in (4.7), we find that 
I(h, k, x, y, n) -- 1 (x -- 1) sin(27rny) + hk cos(2~rny) 
2rrn 
1 h (~ -x  1 (27rn(k/*-x  Y)) +2~-n~ h ~)sin h 
6J-x) Ih 
(4.9) 
1 ~o cos(a~j(hy + kx)) 
h 
1 + ~ ~(hy + kx), 
k cos(2=.(k _x y)) ÷ 
(2rink) 2 ,71 h 
The last sum on the right side above has the value 0 unless n = jh, 
where j is a positive integer, 1 <~ j < 0% in which ease the sum has 
value h eos(Zrrj(hy 4- kx)). Hence, 
2 ~_, I(h, k, x, y, n) 
f4~l 
n~l  Tgn 
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by (2.7) and (3.8). Now, 
h 2 -- +~,  if/z ~ h and x = 0, 
(@-~) )  , otherwise. 
Hence, we may write the above as 
2 ~ I(h, k, x, y, n) = ((x))((y)) + (h/2k) ~.,(y) 
n=J_ 
- ~(k, h; --y, --x) + (1/2hk) ~(hy  + kx). (4.10) 
By letting the index of summation j = h -  tz, we readily see that 
s(k, h ; - -y , - -x )  = s(k, h; y, x). Putting (4.6) and (4.10) in (4.5), we 
arrive at (4.1) forthwith. 
We now derive a three-term relation for Dedekind-Rademacher 
sums. Let a, b, and c be nonzero integers and let x,y, and z be real. 
Define 
S(a,b,c;x,y,z) ~ ((a j@z  ))((b j @Z- -y ) )  - -  - -  X . 
C C J(modc) 
Observe that S(a, 1, c; --x, O, z) ~- s(a, c; x, z). But, in fact, the sums 
S(a, b, c; x, y, z) are no more general than the Dedekind-Rademacher 
sums. I f  we replace ((u)) in the above by Bl(u -- [u]), we obtain the sum 
--s(a, b, c; x, y, z) first defined by Carlitz [14] who derived a three-term 
relation for s(a, b, c; x,y, z) under the hypotheses (a, b) = (b, c) 
(c, a) = 1. These hypotheses are removed in the theorem we prove 
below. Our three-term relation for S(a, b, c; x, y, z) contains as special 
cases generalizations of Theorems 3.2 and 4.1. The method that we use 
is an extension of an idea of Rademacher [25]. 
THEOREM 4.3 (Three-term relation). Let (a, b) = f, (b, c) = g, and 
(c, a) ~ h, where a, b, and c are positive integers. Then 
S(a, b, c; ~, y, ~) + s(c, a, b; ~, ~, y) + S(b, c, a; y, ~, ~) 
= --N/4 -}- (cf2/2ab) ~2(ay / f -  bx/f )  + (ag2/2bc) ~2(bz/g -- cy/g) 
+ (bh2/2ac) M2(cx/h -- az/h), (4.11) 
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where N is the number of  distinct triples r, s, t such that 
0 <~(r+x) /a  =(s+y) /b  =( t+z) /c  < 1. 
P ro@ Let e >0 be chosen so that ( (a t - -x ) ) ,  ( (b t - -y ) ) ,  and 
((ct - -  z)) have no discontinuities on (0, E] and [1 -- E, 1). Let t 1 ,..., t m 
be those points (if any) on (0, l) where any two or three of the functions 
((at - -  x)), ((bt - -y ) ) ,  and ((ct - -  z)) have common discontinuities. Let 
l j  = ( t j - -  E j , t j - ?  Ej), where0 < 2Ej ~ in f (1 /a ,  1/b, 1/c), 1 <~j  <~ m. 
m I . Let S be the complement in [% l - -e]  oft, J j= 1 j Let 
' (( ))(( )) S'(a, b, c; x, y, z) ~ a j + z j + z = - -  x b - -y ,  
C C j (modc) 
where the prime on the summation sign means that if z is an integer, 
the term corresponding to j + z ~ 0 (rood c) is omitted from the 
summation. 
Now [25; 28, p. 22], 
I~ ~ fs ((at --  x)) d(((bt --  y))((ct -- z))) 
~- fs ((at --  x))((bt --  y)) d(((ct --  z))) 
@ fs ((at - -  x))((ct --  z)) d(((bt --  y))) 
J(raode) C C 
((at --  x))((bt --  y)) at 
J(modb) b 
\ \  / ,  
(4.12) 
In the two sums on the right side of (4.12), we have added the terms 
arising from t I ,..., t~,. However, each of these terms has value zero. 
Letting E, q ,..., % tend to 0 in (4.12), we find with the help of Lemma 4.2 
that 
lira L = -S ' (a ,  b, c; x, y, z) --  S'(c, a, b; z, x, y) 
¢~0 
-+- (cf2/2ab) ~2(ay/ f --  bx/ f )  -t- (bh~/2ac) ~e(cx/h -~ az/h). (4.13) 
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On the other hand, putting F(t; x, y, z) = ( (at - -x)) ( (bt - -y)) ( (ct - -z) ) ,  
we find upon integrating by parts that 
?n--i "~) X]+I--6]+ I i--6 
z) i'-" ~- + F(t; x, y, z) ~+,,~ I, -~ F(t; x, y, ~ F(t; x, y, 
j= l  X j+e  j . 
{,  
--  Js ((bt -- y))((ct -- z)) d(((at -- x))). (4.14) 
Let G(x, y, z) denote the limit as e, c a ,..., E,, tend to 0 of the sum of the 
first three expressions on the right side of (4.14). Letting e, E 1 ,..., e m 
tend to 0, we find with the aid of Lernma 4.2 that 
lira ~ ~ G(x, y, z) + S'(b, c, a; y, z, x) 
-- (ag2/2bc) N2(bz/g -- cy/g). (4.15) 
We next calculate G(x, y, z). We find that G(x, y, z) = N/4  in each 
of the following three cases: x, y, and z are all integers; exactly two of 
the parameters x, y, and z are integers; and none of the parameters x, y, 
and z is an integer. Lastly, if exactly one of the parameters x, y, and z 
is an integer, 
G(x, y, z) = ((y))((z)) + N/4, 
= ((x))((z)) + N/4, 
= ((x))((y)) + N/4, 
if x is an integer, 
if y is an integer, 
if z is an integer. 
Observe that if z is an integer, 
S ' (a ,b ,c ;x ,y ,z )+( (x ) ) ( (y ) )  =S(a ,b ,c ;x ,y ,z ) .  (4.16) 
Similar relations hold if either x or y is an integer. I f  we combine (4. l 5) 
with (4.13) and use (4.16) and its analogs, we arrive at (4.11), and the 
proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let (a, b) = f ,  (b, c) ~ g, and (c, a) - h, where a, b, 
and c are positive integers. Let S(a, b, c) - -  S(a, b, c; O, O, 0). Then, 
N 1 ag ~ 
4 + +~-c + ac /  
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Pro@ Apply Theorem 4.3 with x =y  = z = 0. Recall that 
~(0)  = B 2 1 
I f  f = g = h = 1, Corollary 4.4 reduces to Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let (a, b) = f ,  where a and b are positive integers. 
Then, 
s(a, b; x, y) @ s(b, a; y, x) = - -N/4  @ ((x))((y)) 
+ + + + 
where N = 1 if  x and y are both integers and N ~ 0 otherwise. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.3 with z = 0, c = 1, and x replaced by 
--x. Observe that S(a, b, 1; - -x ,y ,O)  =-- ( (x)) ( (y)) .  
I f  f = 1 and x and y are integers, Corollary 4.5 reduces to the 
reciprocity theorem (1.1) for s(a, b); i f f  = 1 and x and y are not both 
integers, Corollary 4.5 reduces to Theorem 4.1. 
5. THE GENERALIZED DEDEKIND SUMS OF CARLITZ 
Let h~ ,..., h~ and k be nonzero integers. Define 
s(hl .... , h~ ; k) ---- ~ (({hi j l  +""  + h~j~}/k ) ) ( ( j / k ) )  . . .  ( ( i~ /k ) ) .  
il ..... Jn(rnod/c) 
These sums are very similar to sums first defined by Carlitz [9], who 
derived (n -~- 1) and (n @ 2)-term relations for his sums. We shall use 
contour integration to derive (n + 1) and (n @ 2)-term relations for 
s(h 1 ..... h~ ;h). Our results take simpler forms than those of Carlitz. 
Observe that if n is even, s(h 1 ,..., h~ ; k) =- O. 
LEMMA 5.1. We have for n >~ 1 and k > 1, 
k--1 
s(h 1 ,..., h~ ;k) = --(--½i)~+l(1/k) ~ cot(~k~/k ) cot(~hl/~/k ) "" cot(~h~tz/k ). 
Proof. The finite Fourier series for ((j/k)) may be written as [28, 
p. 14; 17, p. 641] 
/e--1 
((j/k)) -~ (i/2k) ~ cot(~/~/k)e~i~"/k. (5.1) 
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Thus, 
S(hl ,... , h n ; k) 
lc--1 l~--I 7c--1 
= (il2k) ~+~ Z Z "'" Z cot(rqx/k)cot(~qxl/k ) 
g=l  g~l=l ~n=l 
• .. cot(Trlxn/k ) ~ exp(27ri(j~(h~l z + IX~) +""  +j,(h,l~-?tz,))/k). 
.~1 ..... ,4n(mod/c) 
The sum on Jr, 1 ~ r ~ n, is equal to 0 unless hgz + #r ~ 0 (rood k) 
in which case the sum is equal to k. Thus, 
7c--1 
s(hl ..... h, ;k) ~ (½ i)n+l(1/k) ~ c0t(Tr/~/k)cot(--Trhlt~/k)...cot(--Trhnk~/k ), 
t~=l 
and the result follows. 
Let hjk = (hi ,..., hi_ l ,  hj+l .... , hk_l, hI~+1 .... , h~+z). Thus, hjk is an 
n-vector; it is obtained from an (n + 2)-vector by removing the j th  and 
kth components, j @ k. In the following, it will be convenient to write 
S(~jk ; h) = s(h I . . . . .  h i _ l ,  h i+ 1 , . . . ,  hk_ l ,  h~+ 1 ,. . . ,  hn+ ~ ; h). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let n >~ 1 be odd. Let h 1 ,..., h~+ 2 be positive integers 
that arerelatively primeinpairs.  Pick k = k( j )  # j, 1 <~ j <~ n -? 2, and 
define h;  1 by hzlh~ ~ 1 (rood hi), 1 ~< j ~< n -? 2. (It makes no difference 
how we choose k ~ j.) Define 
Y(h) - -  T(h~ ..... h.+~) 
. .  < ' :7  1 E 
hi --" h,~+2 2(Jl+...+J°+~)=,,+1 (2j~)! ..-(2jn+~)t 
Then, 
Proof. 
rem 3.2. Let 
n+2 
s(h;lh~ ; hj) = --2 -~-1 -~ T(h). (5.2 /
j=l 
Let C be the same contour as in the second proof of Theo- 
n+2 
F(z) = [ I  cot(~hjz). 
J=l 
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On the interior of C, F(z) has simple poles at z ~- tx/hj , 1 <~ i~i <~ hj - 1, 
1 ~< j ~< n + 2. The poles are simple since hi ,..., h~+2 are relatively 
prime in pairs. Furthermore, F(z) has a pole of order n -5 2 at z = 0. 
The residue at z = tx/hj is 
1 n+2 
~rhj I] c°t(Trh~'tLJ/h~), 
~=1 
Since [21, p. 204], 
l~ j~n+2.  
we may write 
F(~) = 
1 ~ (--1) j 2"~B2~z 2~-1 
cot  z = - + y~ 
z ( -~  ' j= l  
1 ~+211 B~j(2mhrz) "
(~rz)~+2 hi ... hn+~ l~ = j=~ (2] ) !  I 
Hence, the residue of F(z) at z = 0 is 
(27ri)~+1 
"n'~i+2hl " '"  hn+2 2(h+. - .+ Jn+~)=n+l  
. . .  lzt h 2jl . . .  L 2]n+~ 
B2 J l  ~25n+z I "*n+2 
(2j0~ ... (2j.+~)~ 
= (2i) ~+~ T(h)/~. 
The contributions to 
s ~_ (1/2~i) fcF(z )  az 
along the indented vertical sides of C cancel since F(z) = F(z + i). 
As M tends to :ho% cot(x + iM) tends to :Fi. Since n is odd, we easily 
deduce, as in [17, p. 643] or [28, p. 21], that S = i~+i/~r. Combining 
this with the value of S obtained from the residue theorem, we find 
with the aid of Lemma 5.1 that 
n+2 | hj--I n+2 
S = i"+l/Tr = _1 Z ~ .~ ]] c°t(~h~tL/h,) + (2i) n+x T(h)/w 
~7 j=l J d=l r=l 
r#J 
1 (2i)n+1 ,~2 s(h~lhJT~;hJ) + (2i) ~+1 T(h)/Tr, 
9"=1 
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where we have used the facts that h~kk ~= 1 (mod h~.) and (hk -~, hj.) = 1, 
1 ~ j ~< n + 2. A rearrangement of the above yields (5.2). 
I f  n = 1, (5.2) reduces to the three-term relation (3.1). The next 
result gives an (n + 1)-term relation which includes (1.1) as a special 
case. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let h 1 ,..., h~+ 1, n >~ l, be positive integers that are 





1 B2h "'" B2j~,+2 1 "'" hn+l 
h~ ... h,~+a 2(h+...w,+~)=,~+a (2jx)! "'" (2/,+2)l 
Pro@ In Theorem 5.2, let h.+ 2 ---- 1. For j  # n -~ 2, pick h = n q- 2 
in all cases. Then we can take h~}~a ~ 1 in all such cases. For j  = n q- 2, 
we see from the definition of s(h 1 ,..., h n ; k) that s(h-;lh(~+2)k ; 1) = 0. 
With these substitutions, Theorem 5.2 reduces to Corollary 5.3. 
6. MODIF IED DEDEKIND SUMS 
In recent work of the author [4] on transformation formulas of certain 
generalized Eisenstein series, certain modified Dedekind sums have 
arisen. Suppose that % fi, h, and k are positive integers with (h, h) -- 1. 
Define h -1 by 
h-lh ~ 1 (mod k). 
Then  the modified Dedekind sum s~,B(h , k) is defined by 
G,~(h, k) ~ ~ e(ixc~/h + ixfi/k)((lx/hk))((k&-l/k)), 
u(modhk) 
where e(x) = e 2~ix. It is not difficult to show that So,o(h , h) = s(h, k) [4]. 
In [4], we used transformation formulas to derive a reciprocity theorem 
for G.e(h, k). Here, we give a direct proof by contour integration. 
LE~MA 6.1. We have for h > l, 
lc--1 
s~.~(h, k) ~- (1/4k) ~ cot(Tr(j/h + {~k + flh}/hk)) cot(~rhj/k). (6.1) 
d=l 
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Proof. From (5.1), 
h/~--i I~--1 
s~.~(h, k) = -- (1/4hk ~) ~ ~ cot(rrr/hk) cot(Trj/k) 
r~ l  ~'=1 
exp(2~i~(~h + ph + r + jhh-~)/hk). 
Mrnodt~k) 
The inner sum is zero except when ak + [3h ~- r + jhh -1 ==- 0 (rood hk), 
in which case the sum has value hk. Hence, 
s~,z(h, k) = (1/4k) ~ cot(Tr(c~k + fih + jhh-~)/hk) cot(Trj/k). 
As j runs through a complete residue system modulo k, hj does as well 
since (h, k) = 1. Replacingj by hj in the above, we obtain (6.1) at once. 
THEOREIVt 6.2 (Reciprocity theorem for modified Dedekind sums). 
Let ~, f3, h, and k be positive integers with (h, k) = (a, h) = (/9, k) ~ 1 
and h, k >/2. Then, 
s~,~(h, k) + s~,dk, h) 
= (1/4hk) csc2(=(~k + f ih)/hk) - -  ~(1 + cotOr~k/h ) cot(~fih/k)). (6.2) 
Pro@ Let C be the contour in the second proof of Theorem 3.2. Let 
F(z) = cot(zr(z + (ak + ~h)/hk)) cot(Trhz) cot(rrkz). 
First, we observe that (~k + [3h)/hk is not an integer since (k, k) = 
(~, h) = ([3, k) = 1. Secondly, since (h, k) = 1, we see that (~k + [3h)/hk 
is not an integral multiple of 1/h or of 1/k. Hence, on the interior of C, 
F(z) has a simple pole at z 0 =# 0, where z o ~ (~k + [3h)/hk (mod 1). 
Next, F(z) has poles at z = j /h ,  1 <<.j ~h- -1 ,  and at z =r /k ,  
1 ~< r ~< k - -  1. All of these poles are simple since (h, k) = 1. Lastly, 
F(z) has a double pole at z = 0. The residue ofF(z) at z = z0 is 
(1/~) cot(~fih/k) cot(~k/h). 
The residues of F(z) at z -- j/'h and at z = r/k are, respectively, 
(1/~h) cot(Tr(j/h + (~k + fih)/hk)) cot(crkj/h) 
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and 
Now, 
(1/rrk) cot(Tr(r/k -~- (ale @ ~h)/hk)) cot(Trhr/k). 
F(z) = (cot(Tr(ak + fih)/hh) -- 7r csc2(Tr(ah -}- fih)/hh) z +" '}  
• {1/Trhz -- ~rhz/3 + ""}{lflrkz -- 7rkz/3 + ""}, 
and so the residue of F(z) at z = 0 is 
--(lflrhh) csc2(Tr(ak + [3h)/hk). 
Hence, by the residue theorem and Lemma 6.1, we find that 
S --~ (1/2~ri) fc F(z) dz = (4/7r) sB,~(k, h )+ (4/7r) s~.e(h, k) 
+ (lflr) cot@rak/h) cot(Trfih/k) -- (1/Trhk) csc2(Tr(ak -t- 13h)/hk). (6.3) 
As before, the integrals of F(z) over the indented, vertical sides of C 
cancel. As in [17, p. 643] or [28, p. 21], F(x + iM) tends to Jci as M 
tends to ~ oo. Hence, we find that 
S = -- 1/~r. (6•4) 
Equations (6.3) and (6.4) taken together yield (6.2), and we are done. 
7. DEDEKIND SUMS WITH PERIODIC COEFFICIENTS 
Let A = {as} and C = {%}, - -or  < n < 0% each be sequences of 
period h, and let a and c be nonzero integers• Then the Dedekind sum 
s(a, c; _/I, C) associated with the sequences A and C is defined by 
s(a, c; A, c) = y~ aj-~l(aj/c, C)&(j/ck). 
Jlmodck) 
For brevity, we call s(a, c; A, C) a periodic Dedekind sum. 
When _d = X ~ {x(n)} and C ~ )~, where x(n) is a primitive character 
of modulus k, s(a, c; X, 2) is what we called in [3] a Dedekind character 
sum. These sums arose in the transformation formulas of natural 
character analogs of log~7(z) [3]. Using our transformation formulas, 
we derived a reciprocity theorem for s(a, c; X, 2). The transformation 
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formulas developed in [3] can be generalized for general Dirichlet 
characters and for a very limited class of other periodic sequences. 
However, the multiplicativity of x(n) was an essential ingredient of the 
method. (We emphasize that our notation here conflicts with that in [3]. 
What we called ~(x ,  X)in [3] is denoted by X( - -1)~(x,  2) here.) 
We develop a three-term relation for periodic Dedekind sums. From 
this theorem a reciprocity theorem is easily deduced. Then, several 
special cases will be examined. We first need a lemma. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let a, b, and c be positive integers with (ak, b) = 1. 
Define b' by bb' ~ 1 (mod k) and let A'  be the sequence defined by A'  = 
{a~b'}. Then 
o c'~ ~l(ax/c, A) 2~(bx/ck) dx = (c/2ab) B~(A'). 
Proof. Upon the use of two elementary changes of variable, we have 
fo e~ ~l(ax/c, A) ~l(bx/ck) dx 
a-1 f(~+l)/a "~l(aky, A) ~l(by) dy = ck  Z ~n/a 
1 a--I 
= (~k/~) fo E ~#('~ + ~), A) ~#(n + x)/a) d~ 
1 a--1 
= (ck/a) fo "~l(kX' A) 2 ~"~l((n -[- bx)/a) dx, 
q¢=O 
since ~l(x, A) has period k and since (a, b) = 1. If we use (4.3) and then 
(2.7), this last expression becomes 
k--1 1 
(ck/a) Z a~ 
j=O 
k-1 
((x - j/k))((bx)) dx = (ch/2ab) ~ aj,~l~(bj/k) 
j=O 
]z--1 
= (ck/2ab) Z a.b'~)2(n/k) 
~0 
= (c/2ab) Bz(A'), 
where we have employed Lemma 4.2 and lastly used (2.7) again. This 
completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 7.2 (Three-term relation). Let A and C be sequences with 
period k. Let a, b, and c be positive integers such that (a, b) = (a, c) = 
(b, ~) --- (b, k) = 1. Determine b' by bb' =-- 1 (rood k), and Zet A' = {a.~,} 
and C' = {%b'}" Then, 
Z a,~l(an/c , C) ~l(bn/ck) 
n(modck)  
+ Z c,~(cn/a, A) ~(bn/ak) -t- Z ~(ckn/b, A) ~l(akn/b, C) 
2(moda7~) n(modb) 
= -- ~ aoc o + (c/2ab)Bo(A)B~(C') + (a/2bc) Bo(C)B2(A' ) + (b/2ac)E(a,c;A,C), 
(7.1) 
where 
E(a, c; A, C) = Z a~c~M2((ar -- cj)/h). (7.2) 
r,j=O 
Proof. In the periodic Poisson summation formula (2.4), let ~ = O, 
15 = ck, and f (x )  ~ ~l(ax/c, C)~l(bx/ck). Because of the hypotheses 
(a, c) = (b, k) = 1, ~(ax /c ,  C) and ~(bx /ck)  ha~e no common dis- 
continuities on (0, ck). Using (2.6) and the fact that 6~l(X , C) has period k, 
we find that 
liom+f(x ) = ½ {B~(C) + Co} , ~-~lim~k- f(x) = --½ B~(C). 
Hence, (2.4) yields, with the aid of Lemma 7.1, 
ok--1 
aoc o -J- ~ anMl(an/c, C) ~l(bn/ck) ~-- (c/2ab) no(A ) B2(C' ) 
2=1 
~fo °~ + (bne2~i~/k + b_2e-~'i~/k) ~a(ax/c, C) ~a(bx/ck) dx, n=l 
where {b~} is defined by (2.2). For each integer n ~ 0, let 
12 = f2 ee=i"~VNl(aky, C) N~(by) dy 
k--1 
= ~ c_~K;(~), 
5=0 
by (2.7), where 
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To evaluate the integrals Kj(n), 0 ~ j ~< k -  1, we integrate by 
parts and then use a generalization of the integration by parts formula 
[28, p. 22]. Since (b, ak) = 1, ((by)) and ((ay 4-j/k)), 0 <~ j ~ k -- 1, 
have no discontinuities in common on (0, 1). I f  j = 0, ((by)) and 
((ay 4- j/k)) do have common discontinuities at y = 0 and y = 1. In 
this case, integrate over [e, 1 -- 8], where E, 8 > 0, and then let E and 8 
tend to 0. At each discontinuity of ((by)) or ((ay 4- j/k)), but not both, 
there is a " jump" of (--1). Keeping all of the above considerations in
mind, we find that 
Kj(n) 1 f~ -- e ~'~i'*~v d{((ay q- j/k))((by))} 2~rinc 
-- 2~rincl f~ e2"~V((ay + j/k)) d((by)) 
2rdnc e2'~i~cv((by)) d((ay @j/k)) 
1 b-1 b f[  e2~,~((ay q_ j/k)) dy 
- -  2~rinc ~ e2~inc~/b((ar/b + j/k)) 27rinc 
~'~0 
a e2'~i'~Y((by)) dy. 1 e2~inc(r-~/k)la((b(r -- j/k)/a)) -- 2~nc + 2-g~nc=l 
(7.6) 
The two integrals on the far right side of (7.6) are each evaluated by a 
further integration by parts. Thus, since (b, c) = 1, 
2~nc e~'~i'~u((by)) dy -- (27rTnc) 2 e ~'~'~ cl((by)) 
b-1 a a(n, b) a (7.7) (2~rinc)2 Z eZ~i"~/b -- (2~rinc)2' 
r=O 
where 8(n, b) = b if n ~= 0 (mod b) and 8(n, b) = 0, otherwise. Since 
(a, c) = 1, a similar calculation gives 
b f[ e~=~V((ay + j/k)) dy b 8(n, a) e-2"i"~Jl "7~ 
2~rinc = -- (2~rinc) 2 (7.8) 
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Putting (7.7) and (7.8) into (7.6), we find that 
K~(.)-- 1 ~-~ 
' i  @ ~ eZ~i~c(~-5/k)/~((b(r -- j/k)/a)) 
bS(n, a) e-2~5/ak aS(n, b) 
( 2zrinc ) ~ ( 2~rinc ) 2 ' 





@ 2~inc ~ cme2'~inc~/ae((bm/ak)) 
m(moda/~) 
b 3(n, a) ~-1 ak ~(n, b) 
(27rinc)2 Z c-~ e-2'~i~cS/~ Bo(C)" 5=0 (2zdnc) ~ 
Substituting (7.10) into (7.3) and utilizing (2.8), we see that 
1 gO£ 0 A U E Cln~l(dlnlC' C) ~l(bn/ch) 
n(modcT~) 
= (c/2ab) Bo(A)B2(C' ) -- ~ ~(ckr/b, A) 2a(akr/b, C) 
r(modO) 




- -  (bk/ac) Z c_~ Z (1/2rrin)2{bna e-z'~i~cS/k @ b-ha e~"'~i~eS/~} 
5=0 ~=i 
- (~/b~)Bo(C) ~ (k/2,i,~)~{b.~ + b_~}. (7.11) 
Now, from (2.2) or (2.3) we observe that {bnb } is the complementary 
sequence of {anb,}, where bb' ~ 1 (mod.k). Thus, 
--(a/be) Bo(C ) i (k/2zdn)2{bnb + b_nb} = (a/Zbc) Bo(C ) B2(A'). (7.12) 
607/23/3-7 
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Next, substitute (2.2) for bna and b na and employ (2.8) again. Accord- 
ingly, we find that 
k--1 co 
- -  (bk/ac) ~ c_j Z (1/2~rin)2{bna e-2~i~*~/'~ + b-.a ez~i~¢~/k} 
j=O n=l  
k--I } --I co  
= -- (b/ac) ~ c_j ~ a~. Z (1/2rrin)~{ e-2~i"(ej+ar)/~ + e2=i~(eJ+a~)/~} 
j=O ~=0 n=l  
k--I Ic--I 
= (b/2ac) ~ c j ~ a~2((cj + ar)/k) 
j=O r=O 
= (b/2ac)E(a, c; A, C), (7.13) 
by (7.2). I f  we substitute (7.12) and (7.13) into (7.11), we arrive at (7.1). 
THEOREM 7.3 (Reciprocity theorem). Let a and c be coprime, positive 
integers, and suppose that A and C are arbitrary sequences, each with 
period k. Then, 
s(a, c; A, C) + s(c, a; C, A) 
= -- ~ aoCo --~1(0, A) Ni(0, C) + (c/2a) Bo(A ) B~(C) 
+ (a/2c) Bo(C ) B2(A ) + (1/2ac) E(a, c; A, C), (7.14) 
where E(a, c; A, C) is defined by (7.2). 
Proof. In Theorem 7.2, let b = 1. Observe that A' = A and C' = C. 
Equation (7.14) is now then immediate from (7.1). 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let a and c be coprime, positive integers with 
c z 0 (mod k). Define a' by aa' ~ 1 (rood h), and let A" = {a~a. }. Then, 
E(a, c; A, C) = B0(C) 32(A"). (7.15) 
Proof. Since (a, c) = 1 and c ~ 0 (mod h), it follows that (a, h) = 1. 
Thus, a' exists. Hence, 
k--I  £-- I  
E(a, c; A, C) = ~ c~ Z ar.~(ar/k) 
j~O r=O 
/c-1 
= hBo(C ) ~ a~a,~z(r/h) 
= Bo(C ) B2(A"), 
by (2.7), and the proof is complete. 
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If  the hypothesis c ~ 0 (mod k) is replaced by a ~ 0 (mod k) in 
Proposition 7.4, then, 
E(a, c; A, C) = Bo(A ) B~(C'), (7.16) 
where C" = {cnc, } with cc' ~ 1 (mod k). I f  either a ~ 0 (mod k) or 
c --~ 0 (mod h), then (7.15), or (7.16), enables us to simplify Theorems 7.2 
and 7.3. 
I f  A = C =I ,  then s (a ,c ; I , I )  = s(a,c), Bo(I ) = 1, B2(I ) -  3 ,  
E(a, c; I, I) = { ,  and ~1(0, I) 0. Hence, (7.1) reduces to the three- 
term relation (3.1), and (7.14) reduces to the reciprocity theorem (1.1) 
for ordinary Dedekind sums. 
A sequence A = {an} is said to be even i ra n = a_ n for every integer n; 
A is said to be odd if a n = --a_~ for every integer n. I f  A is even, then 
by (2.8) it is clear that ~,(0, A) = 0. Hence, if either A or C is even, 
Theorem 7.3 simplifies slightly. I f  A is odd, it follows from (2.5) that 
Bo(d ) = 0 = Bo(d' ), since d '  is odd. Furthermore, from (2.8) it is 
obvious that Bs(A)= 0 = B2(A'). Hence, Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 
greatly simplify if A or C is odd. 
COROLLARY 7.5 (Reciprocity theorem for Dedekind character sums). 
Let X denote a nonprincipal character of moduhts k. Let a, c > 0 with 
(a, c) = 1 and either a or c ~ 0 (mod k). Then, 
s(a, c; X, X) + s(c, a; X, X) = --B~(X) BI(X ). 
Pro@ Since X is nonprincipal, a0 = c o = Bo(X) = B0(,~ ) = 0. With 
the use of (7.15) and (7.16), the result now follows at once from 
Theorem 7.3. 
In the case when X is primitive, Corollary 7.5 was first proved by the 
author in [3]. 
8. Two FURTHER DEDEKIND SUMS INVOLVINO 
PERIODIC BERNOULLI FUNCTIONS 
As before, let A = {an} denote a sequence with period h, and let a 
and c be integers. Define 
, l (a, c; A)  = y~ aj~l(aj/c) ~(j/ck) 
J(modcTc) 
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and 
~(~, ~; A) = ~ &(4/~, A).~(j/~k). 
~(modck) 
In the case A = X, where X is primitive, the sums sl(a , c; X) and s2(a , c; X) 
arose in the transformation formulas of certain other character analogs 
of log ~(z) [6]. in [6], we used these transformation formulas to deduce 
a type of reciprocity relation for sl(a, c; X) and s~(c, a; X). In a manner 
similar to that of Section 7, we first prove a three-term relation from 
which we deduce a reciprocity theorem for sl(a , c; A) and s2(c , a; A). 
THEOREM 8.1 (Three-term relation). Let a, b, and c be positive 
integers relatively prime in pairs with (ab, k) = 1. Let A'  be defined as in 
Theorem 7.2. Then, 
a~¢l(cn/a) Nl(bn/ah) 
~(moda/~) 
+ ~ ~,(an/c, A) ~(bn/ck) q- Z ~l(akn/b, A) ~,(ckn/b) 
n(modck)  n(modb) 
_ 1 ao + (a/12bc) Bo(A) + (b/12ac) Bo(A) + (c/2ab) B2(A'). (8.1) 
Proof. We apply the ordinary Poisson summation formula (2.1) with 
= 0, fi ck, andf(x)  = ~l(ax/c, A) ~Y~(bx/ch). Proceeding in precisely 
the same fashion as in the proof of Theorem 7.2, we have 
ok--1 
ao + Y, ~l(an/c, A) &O,,/ck) 
oa ck 
= (c/2ab)B2(A') + 2 n~=l= fo ~(ax/c, A) ~,(bx/ck) cos(2rrnx) dx 
oo k--1 
= (c/2ab) B2(A') q- 2ck ~ ~ a_sLj(n ), (8.2) 
n=l  J'=0 
where 
Lj(n) = f~ ((ay + j/k))(Oy)) cos(2~ncky) dy. 
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The integrals L~(n) are calculated in exactly the same fashion as the 
integrals K~(n) defined by (7.5). Accordingly, we get 
Ls(n ) _ 1 b-1 2zrnck ~' sin(2~nckr/b)((ar/b + j/k)) 
1 ~ sin(2~nck(r--j/k)/a)((b(r--j/k)/a)) 
-~ b3(n, a) cos(2~ncj/a) q - - -  
( 21rnck ) 2 ( 2~rnck ) 2 • 
The hypothesis (a, k) = 1, not needed for Theorem 7.2, is needed in 
the above calculation. Thus, (8.2) becomes 
1 vk-I 
ao if- Z ~l(an/c, A) ~l(bn/ck) 
~=1 
c b-1 1~-1 ~ sin(2~nckr/b) 
- -  2ab B2(A') + Z Z a-5((ar/b + j/k)) /1  
r=O 5=0 *~,=1 
a ~--1 
q- Z Z a-5((b(r -- j/k)/a)) ~ sin(2~rnck(r -- j/k)/a) 
vrn  r= l  5=0 n=l  
k-1 ~ 1 b ~-1 oos(2~4) a Z a ;  ~z 
q- 2~rZac---k ~o a-5 n=~ n2 -} 2~gbck j=o ~=1 
= -- ~ ~a(akr/b, A) ~l(ckr/b) -- ~ a,~a(bn/ak ) ~(cn/a) 
r(modb) n(modak)  
¢ t a + ~b B2(A ) + ~ Bo(A) + ~ Bo(A), (8.3) 
where we have employed (2.7) and (2.8). Obviously, (8.3) is equivalent te 
(8.1), and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 8.2 (Reciprocity theorem). Let a and c be coprime, positive 
integers with (a, k) -- 1. Then 
1 a Bo(A ) + B°(A) + 2a B2(A)" h(~, a; A) + s~(a, ~; A) = -- -4 ao + 
Pro@ Set b = 1 in Theorem 8.1. 
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The previous two results were proved under the hypothesis (a, k) = 1. 
We now suppose that a ~ 0 (mod k). Except for one slight change, the 
proof of the next result is like that of Theorem 8.1. 
THEOREM 8.3 (Three-term relation). Let a, b, and c be positive 
integers relatively prime in pairs with (b, k) = 1 and a ~ 0 (rnod h). Let 
A '  be defined as in Theorem 7.2. Let c' be defined by cc' ~ 1 (rood k), and 
let A"  = {a~c, }. Then, 
n(moda~) n(modc/~) 
+ y~ 2~(akn/b, A) 2~(~kn,/b) 
n(mod3) 
1 a iOac c B~(A'). = -- ~ ao + ~ Bo(A) + B2(A") + ~b 
TI~EOREM 8.4 (Reciprocity theorem). Let a and c be coprime, positive 
integers with a =-- 0 (mod k). Let tt r~ be defined as in Theorem 8.3. Then, 
sx(c, a; A) + s2(a, c; A) ~= -- ~ a o + -i2c B°(A) + B2(A") + ~a B2(A). 
If A =-I,  Theorems 8.1 and 8.3 both reduce to the three-term 
relation (3.1), and Theorems 8.2 and 8.4 both reduce to the reciprocity 
theorem (1.1) for ordinary Dedekind sums. If A is odd, the above 
theorems reduce to trivialities. We shall examine the results when 
A = X, where X is an even character. 
COROLLARY 8.5. Let a, b, and c be positive integers relatively prime in 
pairs with (b, k) ~- 1. Let X be an even, nonprincipal character modulo k. 
Then, 
X(n) ~l(cn/a) ~l(bn/ak) @ ~ ~l(an/e, X) ~l(bn/ck) 
n(modak) n(modek) 
+ Y~ ~l(ak~/b,x)~(ckn/b) 
n(modb) 
= (c/2ab) ~(b) ~(~) ,  if (a, k) = ~, 
= (c/2ab) 2(b) B~(X) + (b/2ac) 2(c) B~(X), if a ~ 0 (rood k). 
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Proof. For (a, h) - -  1, apply Theorem 8.1. Since A' = {x(nb')} = 
x(b'){x(n)} = 2(b){x(n)}, the first part of the theorem follows. For 
a -~ 0 (mod h), A"  = {x(nc')} = 2(c){x(n)}, and so the second part of 
the theorem follows from Theorem 8.3. 
The next result was proved by the use of transformation formulas in 
[6] under slightly more restrictive hypotheses. 
COROLLARY 8.6. 
an even, nonprincipal character modulo k. Then, 
s~(c, a; x) + s~(a, c; x) 
~-  (c/2a) B~(X), 
= (c/2a) B~(X) + (1/2ac) 2(c) B~(X), 
Let a and c be coprime, positive integers, and let X be 
i f (a,k)-- -  1, 
if a ~ 0 (rood k). 
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